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Then you will know the truth and the truth will set you free.
John 8:32

Edition 5 Issue 1

This Issue is a bit
earlier than the
previous

one but no mood
to write Editor' Note

SORRY IF ANYONE
MISSES IT.

“all versions of samba prior to 4.13.17 are vulnerable to an out-of-
bounds heap read write vulnerability that allows remote attackers to
execute arbitrary code as root on affected samba installations that

use the vfs module vfs_fruit"
- maintainers of samba.
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Hi, I am Hackercool, called as Black Hat by many although I consider myself a script kiddie. As
Log4shell ravaged across the internet, I refused to stay behind although I was a bit less interested
in the vulnerability. There is no strong reason for being disinterested in this vulnerability other
than I have an anathema towards Java programming language.

This anathema maybe resulted in my disinterest towards anything related to Java. You may
think this is too miniscule a reason for a hacker to be disinterested in a hack but you should note
that even hackers are humans with likes and dislikes. Finally, after some time when my passion to
hack took over whatever disinterest I had, I began searching for targets to hack.
Good thing was there were a wide range of targets to choose from, Bad thing is I had very scant

experience in most of these targets. After much deliberation, I chose Solr as my target. However,
Solr was not my first choice as I wanted to target Apache Struts as they are more in number and
there is greater chance of finding a vulnerable target.

But the version of Apache Struts to target raised confusion in me. Some versions of Struts received
fixes by upgrading the Log4j module. After dilly dallying in that confusion for some time, I chose

A Scenario of how Apache Log4shell hacking Works In Real World

REAL WORLD HACKING SCENARIO
As soon as log4j vulnerability was published, researchers at Check Point

observed over one hundred attacks per minute trying to exploit that vulnerability. This
resulted in over 40% of worldwide business networks being targeted. Several botnets
like Mirai, Tsunami and XMRig were also scanning for servers vulnerable to the

Log4j vulnerability.
Many state sponsored hacking groups took interest in exploiting this vulnerability.
Cyber criminals are trying to install ransomware, cryptocurrency miners and Cobalt

Strike payloads after exploiting.



to target Apache Solr because that was the one about which I knew a little.
The first place to research about a vulnerability in any software is definitely its website. So

I first visited the security news section of Apache Solr.

As I was going through their security announcements, I found CVE-2021-44228. This was the
vulnerability ID given to Apache Log4shell.

As soon as I clicked on the hyperlink, I found the versions of Apache Solr affected.



As I read through the description, I soon realised that users need to update their version of Solr to
the release 8.11.1 since this versions is bundled with the unaffected version of Apache Log4j. So
any versions prior to that should be vulnerable as per my understanding.

As per a habit I recently acquired, I booted up my attacker operating system (Kali Linux
2020.4) and created a new directory named log4shell to store all files related to this hacking oper-
ation inside it.

Then I began scanning the network for machines with port 8983 open. Why port 8983? This is the
default port where HTTP instance of Solr runs on.

After some time I found one system.



Then I used the verbose scan of Nmap to detect the service running on port 8983 (there might be
other services running on this port).

The version intensity option of Nmap allows pen testers to set the intensity for detecting the
service. "--version-intensity 0" is the lowest and "–version-intensity 9" is the highest. When I set
the level to 9, I get more information about the service.



Then I try to find the operating system of the target.

The "–os-scan" option of Nmap detected the target operating system as Linux 4.x | 5.x but the
result also said the detection may be unreliable. Let’s first take the usual route I take for all web
applications. So I tried nikto first.



Nikto did not give any new information other than the information I already know. Whatweb eve-
n with aggressive mode did not give any information.

Then I tried Dirb tool to see if I can find any interesting directories. After much directory
searching, I did not find anything important .

"The threat actor used 'free productivity apps installation' or 'free software
development tools installation' themes as SEO keywords to lure

victims to a compromised website and
to download a malicious installer."

- Researchers at Mandiant about the latest SEO poisoning attack.







I want readers to notice one thing here. Nikto, Whatweb and Dirb are the most popular tools I
used in many of my previous hacking operations. However, these tools are designed for web serv-
ers which are way more popular. Even though Apache Solr has a HTTP instance, this is not a
typical web server. Hence all these tools fell flat here. You need to use the tool based on the target
you have.

Let me show you a tool which s inbuilt in Kali: Lwp-Request. Lwp-Request is a simple
command line user-agent which can be used to send requests to WWW servers and your local file
system. Methods like POST, GET and PUT can be used to request content from a www server.
We can directly assign a method to request data from the server.

"It is a prime example of groups that aren't very advanced technologically,
however, with specific motivations, are becoming more dangerous

as they evolve over time and test their tools and
procedures on their targets."

- Researchers Asheer Malhotra and Ventura on Arid Viper Hacking Group.







As you can see in highlighted portion of the images, this request inadvertently leaked the version
of Solr running. Let’s further confirm it by requesting the properties.



This gave more information about the target. The target is having Solr 8.9.0 installed and the
target operating system is Ubuntu 18.04 which is a bit old. I even have the privileges solr instance
is running with. It’s running as user “Solr”. The installation directory is public too. Rest of the inf-
ormation I got here can prove useful in privilege escalation in later stages of this hacking operatio-
n. But first I need to gain access to the target. So I go exploit searching.

I decided to use presumably the first exploit that was developed for this vulnerability. The
Iranians state hacking groups used the same exploit in one of their hacking operations. The exploi
-t is not available from its original source. However, I have the provided the download informatio-
n for this exploit. It’s a Java based exploit. After extracting the exploit into a directory, I navigated
into that directory.



I have to create payload first to execute on the target after the exploit is run. So I decided to use a
reverse shell payload as shown below.

I start the LDAP server and listener.

Next, it’s time to trigger the payload. It’s here we have to append the base64 format of the payloa-
d (as explained in November 2021 Issue).

But nothing happened.



After trying few more times I decided to check if the target is indeed vulnerable. I decided to use
Metasploit for this.

The module found log4shell vulnerability on the target. Thank GOD. But why isn’t the exploit
working? At first, I thought I was using a wrong header. All over internet, the header being used



to induce logging while exploiting log4shell is “X-Api-Version”. Also all over internet, the targets
were not Solr. So I decided to check as to what header the Metasploit module used.

All the headers used by Metasploit module are stored in a text file. This file location is
specified by the headers option of the Metasploit module.

Here it is.



I tried all of these headers but nothing worked. In the same directory where this headers file is
stored, there was another file named http_uris.txt. I opened it just out of curiosity.

Here, I got the URL for Apache Solr. So, it’s not the header that was going wrong but the URI.
After some trial and error, I found a way to trigger the exploit successfully.



The payload is triggered and the communication went to LDAP server.

But I still failed to get a reverse shell.

I tried it a few more times but nothing came out of it. I tried to send the LDAP query directly to
the Netcat listener and was successful in getting reverse shell. (Note that this shell is useless).



So, the target is indeed vulnerable and reverse shell can be triggered. It seems the LDAP server is
unable to forward the request to the payload. After some pondering, I decided to use a different
payload and LDAP server altogether.

I opted for LDAP server by mbechler marshalsec. (Download info given in our Downloads
section too).

You will need maven to run it. You can install maven as shown below.



Maven is an automation and management tool used to build projects. Once maven is installed
let’s build the LDAP server.

The build is successful. As I said, I wanted to change the payload. I downloaded a Java reverse
shell payload from the source shown below.



I opened the reverse shell Java payload and configured the LHOST and LPORT options to my
attacker machine.

Then, I compiled it as shown below to get the payload.

Then I start the HTTP server from the directory. I am hosting the Java reverse shell payload on
port 8000. Then I started the marshalsec LDAP server.



What this LDAP server does is receive the incoming LDAP query and forward it to the HTTP ser-
ver running on port 8000 which is the hosting the payload. The payload is triggered and reverse
shell is initiated to the Netcat listener that’s on standby.

It’s time to trigger the payload as shown below.

This time I successfully got a shell on the target.

Finally I got shell.



Welcome to Metasploit This Month. Let us learn about the latest exploit modules of Metasploit
and how they fare in our tests.

Moodle Admin Shell Upload RCE Module

TARGET: Moodle TYPE: Remote
MODULE : Exploit ANTI-MALWARE : NA

Just like the Wordpress admin shell upload module, this module will generate a malicious
plugin for Moodle installations, upload it to the target and execute it on the target to get a reverse
shell on the target.

Of course to do all this we need credentials of a admin account on the target. We have tested
this exploit module on Moodle 3.11.2. The download information for Moodle is given in our
Downloads section. Let's see how this module works. Start Metaspoit and load the
moodle_admin_shell_upload module.

CVE-2021-41773, CVE-2021-42013, MSF File Share and 3 Moodle Modules

METASPLOIT THIS MONTH

"By exploiting these vulnerabilities, attackers can successfully install malware
that survives operating system re-installations and allows the bypass of

endpoint security solutions (EDR/AV), Secure Boot, and Virtualization-Based
Security isolation"

- Researchers on recent vulnerabilities discovered in UEFI of vendors.



Set all the required options and use check command to see if the target is indeed vulnerable .

Set the credentials of the administrator account .



When all the options are set, execute the module as shown below.

Moodle Spelling Path RCE Module

TARGET: Moodle <= 3.11.2 TYPE: Remote
MODULE : Exploit ANTI-MALWARE : NA

There is a feature in Moodle that allows an administrator to define settings of spellcheck
through web interface. However, through this module we can change the aspell path to include a
command injection. This module is similar to CVE-2013-3630 but uses a different variable.



We have tested this exploit module on Moodle 3.11.2. The download information of the Moodle
is given in our Downloads section. Let's see how this module works. Load the moodle_spelling_
path_rce module.



Set all the required options and use check command to see if the target in indeed vulnerable.

Then, set the credentials.

After all the options are set, execute the module as shown below.

Not enough place for a quote here.



As readers can see, we have a successful meterpreter session.

Moodle Teacher Enrolment Privesc RCE Module

TARGET: Moodle 3.9, 3.8 to 3.8.3, 3.7 to 3.7.6, 3.5 to 3.5.12
TYPE: Remote MODULE : Exploit ANTI-MALWARE : NA

The above mentioned versions of Moodle have a chain vulnerability through which a user with
Teacher privileges can add himself as a Manager of the course. Then he can add more users and
add someone with Manager privileges of the system.

After doing this, the module can use a “loginas” feature to access the system manager’s
account. Then the system is reconfigured by giving rights to all users to install a plugin or theme.
This uploaded malicious plugin or theme can be used to execute remote code on the target. We
require credentials of a Teacher account for this module. After everything is successful, the
permissions are revoked.



We have tested this exploit module on Moodle 3.9. The download information of the Moodle is
given in our Downloads section. Let's see how this module works. Load the moodle_teacher_
enrollment_priv_esc_to_rce module.

Here there is space but no quote fitting this
space.



Set all the required options and use check command to see if the target is indeed vulnerable.

Set the credentials.



After all the options are set, execute the module as shown below.







As readers can see we have a successful meterpreter session on the target.

Metasploit File Share Module

TARGET: Any Target with a Meterpreter Session

TYPE: Local MODULE : POST ANTI-MALWARE : OFF

This module enables pen testers to view in browser the file system of the target on which they
have a meterpreter session. We have tested this module on Windows 10 on which we already
have a meterpreter session with low privileges.

"This RAT possesses other capabilities, such as command execution and
screen capturing, as well as the ability to download additional extensions."

-Tom Fakterman, Security Analyst on StrifeWater RAT.



Let's see how this module works. Background the current meterpreter session and load the
post/multi/manage/fileshare module.



Set the Session ID of the meterpreter session and execute the module.

Open a browser and go to the URL highlighted in above image.

We can see the target system’s file system.

CVE - 2021 - 41773 & CVE - 2021 - 42013 Scanner Module

TARGET: Apache 2.4.49, 2.4.50 TYPE: Remote
MODULE : Auxiliary ANTI-MALWARE : NA

Both the above mentioned versions of Apache suffer from a path traversal vulnerability. This
Module scans for CVE-2021-41773 vulnerability in Apache 2.4.49 and CVE-2021-42013 vulnerabili
-ty in Apache 2.4.50. This module can also display the file we want to view through path traversal.

Let’s set the target first. We will be using Docker containers of the vulnerable versions. Let’s
first start with CVE-2021-41773.

"The end goal for Moses Staff appears to be more politically motivated
than financial."



Similarly let’s start CVE-2021-42013 vulnerable container.

"Moses Staff employs ransomware post-exfiltration not for financial gain,
but to disrupt operations, obfuscate espionage activity, and to inflict damage

to systems to advance Iran's geopolitical goals."
-Tom Fakterman, Security Analyst on StrifeWater RAT.





The targets are set. Find out the target’s IP address using docker inspect command.

Load the apache_normalize_path scanner module.

Set all the required options as shown below. By default CVE is set to CVE-2021-42013.

Set action to CHECK_TRAVERSAL and execute the module.

"My primary goal of hacking was the intellectual curiosity, the seduction of
adventure. - Kevin Mitnick



The target is vulnerable. Set CVE to CVE-2021-41773. Set the required options and execute the
module.

Now, change the action to READ_FILE as shown below. Since the targets are vulnerable to path
traversal we should be able to view the files. By default it is set to view the /etc/passwd file.

"I could have evaded the FBI a lot longer if I had been able to control my
passion for hacking. " - Kevin Mitnick



CVE - 2021 - 41773 & CVE - 2021 - 42013 RCE Module

TARGET: Apache 2.4.49, 2.4.50 TYPE: Remote
MODULE : Exploit ANTI-MALWARE : NA

Both the above mentioned versions of Apache suffer from a path traversal vulnerability which
enables attackers to view the intended files as CGI scripts. If these CGI scripts are also enabled
for aliased paths, remote code could be executed on the target.

Let’s see how this exploit works. We have used the same target as used in the above module.
We can use the above same scanner module to check if the target is vulnerable to remote code inj
-ection as shown below.

If the target is vulnerable, load the apache_normalize_path_rce module as shown below.



Set the required options as shown below and use the check command to see if the target is indeed
vulnerable.

After all the options are set, execute the module.

"This hacking campaign utilizes malicious PDFs, XLS files and Windows
executables to deploy malicious PowerShell-based downloaders acting as

initial footholds into the target's enterprise."
- Ashneer Malhotra and Vitor Ventura, Researchers at Cisco Talos on

recently discovered Iranian hacking campaign that targets Turkish users."



As readers can see, we have a successful meterpreter session.

This New Year, why not resolve to ditch your dodgy old passwords?

ONLINE SECURITY

Paul Haskell - Downland
Professor of Cyber security practice

Edith Cowan University

Lorries Cranor
Professor of Computer Science & Engineering &

Public Policy
Carnegie Mellon University

Most of the classic New Year resolutions revolve
around improving your health and lifestyle. But

this year, why not consider cleaning up your pas
-swords too?

We all know the habits to avoid, yet so
many of us do them anyway: using predictable
passwords, never changing them, or writing the-
m on sticky notes on our monitor. We routinely
ignore the recommendations for good passwords
in the name of convenience.

Choosing short passwords containing
common names or words is likely to lead to trou
-ble. Hackers can often guess a person’s passwor
-ds simply by using a computer to work through
a long list of commonly used words.

(Cont'd On Next Page)



The most popular choices have changed very
little over time, and include numerical combinat
-ions such as “123456” (the most common passw
-ord for five years in a row), “love”, keyboard
patterns such as “qwerty” and, perhaps most lud
-icrously, “password” (or its Portuguese translatio
-n, “senha”).

Experts have long advised against using
words, places or names in passwords, although
you can strengthen this type of password by jum
-bling the components into sequences with a mix
ture of upper- and lowercase characters, as long
as you do it thoroughly.

Complex rules often lead users to choose a
word or phrase and then substitute letters with
numbers and symbols (such as “Pa33w9rd!”), or
add digits to a familiar password (“password12”)
But so many people do this that these technique
-s don’t actually make passwords stronger.

It’s better to start with a
word or two that isn’t so
common, and make sure
you mix things up with
symbols and special
characters in the middle.
For example, “wincing giraffe”
could be adapted to “W1nc1ng_!G1raff3”

These secure passwords can be harder to
remember, to the extent you might end up havi-
ng to write them down. That’s OK, as long as yo
-u keep the note somewhere secure (and definite
ly not stuck to your monitor).

Reusing passwords is another common error
– and one of the biggest. Past data leaks, such as
that suffered by LinkedIn in 2012, mean billions
of old passwords are now circulating among
cyber criminals.

This has given rise to a practice called
“credential stuffing” – taking a leaked password
from one source and trying it on other sites. If
you’re still using the same old password for mult
-iple email, social media or financial accounts,
you’re at risk of being compromised.

The simplest and most effective route to good
password hygiene is to use a password manager.

This lets you use unique strong passwords for all
your various logins, without having to remember
them yourself.

Password managers allow you to store all of
your passwords in one place and to “lock” them
away with a strong level of protection. This can
be a single (strong) password, but can also inclu-
de face or fingerprint recognition, depending on
the device you are using. Although there is som-
e risk associated with storing your passwords in
one place, experts consider this much less risky
than using the same password for multiple
accounts.

The password manager can automatically
create strong, randomised passwords for each di
-fferent service you use. This means your Linked
In, Gmail and eBay accounts can no longer be
accessed by someone who happens to guess the
name of your childhood pet dog.

If one password is
leaked, you only have

to change that one –
none of the others are
compromised.
There are many pass-

word managers to choose from.
Some are free (such as Keepass) or “freemium”
(offering the option to upgrade for more functio-
nality like Nordpass), while others charge a one-
off fee or recurring subscription (such as
1Password). Most allow you to securely sync yo-
ur passwords across all your devices, and some
let you safely share passwords between family
members or work groups.

You can also use the password managers
built into most web browsers or operating syste-
ms (with many phones offering this functionality
in the browser or natively). These tend to have
fewer features and may pose compatibility issues
if you want to access your password from differe
-nt browsers or platforms.

Password managers take a bit of getting
used to, but don’t be too daunted. When creatin
-g a new account on a website, you let the passw
-ord manager create a unique (complex) passwo
-rd and store it straight away – there’s no need to
think of one yourself!

(Cont'd On Next Page)

"Even if you write them down in a book
(kept safely locked away) you will

significantly reduce your risk in the event
of a data breach on any of those

platforms."



In the earlier days of my journey as a hacker while I was still exploring Kali Linux, I became a fa-
n of a tool that can be used to detect the type of hash I was dealing with. This was still a stage whe
-n hashes were daunting to me and many would be ethical hackers preferred to use online metho-
ds to find what type of hash it is.
I am talking about the tool hash-identifier. I started to use it less but the addition of a new tool to

the repository of Kali in the latest Kali 2021.4 release made me feel that this tool and another tool
similar to it needed a mention in my Magazine. Hash-Identifier can be started as shown below.

Later, when you want to access that account
again, the password manager fills it in automatic-
ally. This is either through direct integration with
the browser (typically on computers) or through
a separate application on your mobile device.
Most password managers will automatically
“lock” after a period of time, prompting for the
master password (or face/finger verification)
before allowing access again.

If you don’t like the sound of a password
manager, at the very least change your “critical”
account passwords so each one is strong and uni
-que. Financial services, email accounts, govern-
ment services, and work systems should each ha-
ve a separate, strong password.

Even if you write them down in a book
(kept safely locked away) you will significantly
reduce your risk in the event of a data breach
on any of those platforms.

Remember, however, that some sites provide

delegated access to others. Many e-commerce w-
ebsites, for example, give you the option of loggi
-ng in with your Facebook, Google or Apple acc
-ount. This doesn’t expose your password to gre-
ater risk, because the password itself is not share-
d. But if the password is compromised, using it
would grant access to those delegated sites. It is
usually best to create unique accounts - and use
your password manager to keep them safe.

Adopting a better approach to passwords is
a simple way to reduce your cyber-security risks.
Ideally that means using a password manager,
but if you’re not quite ready for that yet, at least
make 2022 the year you ditch the sticky notes
and pets’ names.

This Article first
appeared in

The
Conversation

Name That Hash

TOOL OF THE MONTH



Then all I need to do is to supply a hash to it. I start with a MD5 hash and hit ENTER.

As readers can see, this tool rightly detected it as an MD5 hash. Then all we need is to use a MD5
cracker. Let's try a SHA-1 hash.



There's another tool in Kali that serves the same purpose : "hashid".



Let's give a LM hash to both of these tools.



Hash-Identifier failed to detect it and Hashid almost detected it. Next, let's try NTLM hash.

Hash-identifier put it in least possible hashes.

HashId almost did the same. Let's now try a SHA-256 hash on both of these tools.



Hash-Identifier detected it correctly while HashId didn't fare worse. Next, SHA-512 hash.

Both of them got it right. Let's now move to the new tool Name That Hashabout which this
section is all about. It is not installed by default in Kali Linux but can be installed as shown below.



Once Name-That-Hash is installed, it can be started using command nth. To test a single hash, we
can use nth with option "-t" as shown below. Let's first give a MD5 hash.

Just like the others this tool also got it right but it is giving us some additional information like whe
-re the hash is actually used. For example, Md5 is used in Linux shadow files. What about SHA-1
hash?

"These actors are highly capable and motivated to perform their
espionage activities."- Ashneer Malhotra and Vitor Ventura, Cisco Talos



It got this right too. Next, LM hash.

"An attacker does not need to know customer details to achieve this or
even have an account on SureMDM. "

- Kev Breen, Director,Immersive Labs on SureMDM vulnerabilities



This It put it in the Least likely section. Next NTLM hash.

We are runing out of Kevin Mitnick quotes to fill this space.
Any ideas?



It failed to get spot on on NTLM too. Just like its predecessors, it rightfully detected the SHA-512
and SHA-256 hashes.

We are runing out of Kevin Mitnick quotes to fill this space.
Any ideas?



"Lazarus APT is one of the advanced APT groups that is known to target
the defense industry.

- Researchers at MalwareBytes."



The good thing about name-that-hash is that instead of being blank, it gives us more information
about actually where the hash is used. This can be useful when you grab a collection of hashes on
a target network. You can easily decide which hashes to crack and which not to crack.

If you have more number of hashes, giving it one by one can be cumbersome. Luckily, you
can give them all at once by saving these hashes in a text file as shown below

and using "-f" option to specify the file.



The output which is not shown here is same as above.
Name-That-Hash is only designed to identify hashes unlike the other two but if you have a

base64 encoded string, it can be decoded by nth using the "-b64" option.

No quote here too.



It correctly decoded it as "hackercool" All the above hashes are also encrypted hashes of the text
"hackercool". Suppose you want the result to only display the "most likely" result, you can get this
by using the "-a" option as shown below.

If you observe the above images, you can see the banner of name-that-hash occupying lot of
space. Just like me if this is putting you off, you can see result without banner using the
"--no-banner" option.



Once go to the image above the above image, the one where we used the "-a" option. Once,
carefully observe the result. It correctly detected the hash as SHA-512. Next to it, you can see the
text "HC 1700 JtR: raw-sha512"

This is HashCat (HC stands for HashCat) and John (JtR stands for John The Ripper)
information being displayed by the tool because the next thing you will do after identifying the ha
sh is to crack it using Hashcat or John. This requires what you need to put into these tools to crac-
k it. For example, let's take a simpler hash.

John The Ripper says its raw-md5. We need to just supply this format as shown below in JTR to
crack this.



Similarly, the HC number given is "0". Let's supply it as shown below in HashCat.

However, if you are an experienced ethical hacker with too much details hurting your ego, you ca
ju
"The ultimate goal of Chaes banking trojan is to steal credentials stored in
Chrome and intercept logins of popular banking websites in Brazil."

- Researchers at Avast.



This is the difference.

You can do the same with HashCat information using "--no-hashcat" information.

The difference can be seen below.



That was all about the new hash identifying tool that's added to the repository of the latest version
of Kali Linux. Which one is your favorite?

In our Previous Issue, readers have learnt about the Apache Log4shell vulnerability and how it
is exploited. In this Issue, readers will learn how to create a Real World lab with Apache Log4j vu
-lnerability. If you are looking for vulnerable Docker containers as target, the information is given
in our Downloads section. This Lab is intended to be used in various Real World hacking scenari-
os.

Readers have learnt which software is vulnerable to Apache log4shell in our Previous Issue. Of
all the software vulnerable to Apache log4shell, we will be using Apache Solr for this lab. This is
because it appears to be the only target whose installation is simple and easy to understand.

After Apache log4shell vulnerability has been disclosed, the makers of Apache Solr released
version 8.11.1 with a fix to this vulnerability. This left all the previous releases of Apache Solr vuln
-erable.

We will be using Apache Solr 8.9.0 and we will be installing it on Ubuntu Server 18.04.6. The
download information of Apache Solr is given in our Downloads section. What is Apache Solr?

Apache Solr is an open-source enterprise search platform written in Java. It is widely used in
enterprises for search and analytics use cases. Some of the companies using Solr for their search r-
equirements include Cisco for its social media search platform, EBay for its German classified site-
s, MTV to power search on a number of its websites and Netflix for its search feature etc.

To install Apache Solr, we first need to install Ubuntu Server. Its installation procedure is not
provided here as it is simple. After the Ubuntu server is installed, login into the server and install
Java as shown below.
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This should prompt you with all the packages it is going to install as shown below.

Select "y". If you get any error while installing packages, use command sudo apt-get update and
then install java again. The installation should finish as shown below.



After the installation is finished, check the version of java installed using command java --version.

Java is successfully installed. It's time to install Solr. The download information of Apache Solr
8.9.0 is given in our Downloads section. Since we have downloaded it earlier we copy it to the
Ubuntu server from our local web server.

Once the Solr tar archive is successfully downloaded to the target server change its permissions as
shown below.

Then extract the contents of the archive to the file install_solr_service.sh as shown below.

Next, install the bash script as shown below.



Apache Solr is successfully installed and is automatically started as shown below.

You can stop or start the solr service using command sudo service (start | stop). Restart the solr
service. It's time to create a new core on Solr. In Solr, a core is composed of a set of configuration
files, Lucene index files, and Solr’s transaction log. Let's create a new core named "first" as shown
below.

The core is successfully started. Now, check the IP address of the Ubuntu Server and access it fro-
m browser as shown below. Solr runs on 8983.



Apache Solr installation is successful. Now, let's check its vulnerability. We start the Attacker Syste
-m,i.e Kali Linux and start Metasploit. You have seen in the previous Issue that exploiting log4she-
ll needs a LDAP server. Metasploit has recently added a LDAP server module. Load the module
as shown below.

Set the SRVHOST option and set SRVPORT as 10000 and start the server.

Now, load the log4shell scanner as shown below.





Set all the required options as shown below.

After all the options are set, execute the module.

As readers can see, the target Solr is vulnerable to Log4shell. With this, the target is ready to be
exploited for log4shell.

Answers to some questions related to hacking our readers ask

Hacking Q & A
Q : Bro. This question is about the
Pegasus hacking scandal involving th-
e Indian Government. Why does India
-n Government have the need to hack
into phones and install spyware when
existing laws already offer impunity
for surveillance?
A : Surveillance of any person in India is guarde
-d by two laws Indian telegraph act 1885 and
Information Technology Act 2000. However, sur
-veillance should happen under legal jurisdiction
and only when country's national security is
affected.

Note that any of these laws does not give permis-
sion to the government to hack into any electron
-ic device. In fact, hacking into any device is ille-
gal as per Section 66 of Information Technology
Act 2000.

Bro. You should have already realized that
Government did an illegal thing here if it used
Pegasus spyware to hack into devices of so man-
y human rights activists, journalists etc.Moreover
Government of India neither agreed or denied
that they used Pegasus to hack into those mobile
devices. Even if it did not employ Pegasus, it has
a duty to investigate into the hacking operation.



1. Apache Log4shell JNDI Exploit :
https://github.com/black9/Log4shell_JNDIExploit

2. Marshalsec LDAP REf Server :
https://github.com/mbechler/marshalsec

3. Java Reverse Shell by Ivan Sincek :
https://github.com/ivan-sincek/java-reverse-tcp

4. Moodle 3.11.2 :
https://sourceforge.net/projects/moodle/files/Moodle/stable311/moodle-

3.11.2.zip/download

5. Moodle 3.9 :
https://sourceforge.net/projects/moodle/files/Moodle/stable39/moodle-3.9.zip

6. Apache Solr 8.9.0 :
https://archive.apache.org/dist/lucene/solr/8.9.0/
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